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I. Introduction
he indexing process for an Information Retrieval System 

(IRS). To do this, several techniques of disambiguation are used. 
The Conceptual Density (CD) is one of the used techniques. 
The CD is a measure of the correlation among the sense of a 
given word and its context. The foundation of this measure is 
the Conceptual Distance, defined as the length of the shortest 
path which connects two concepts in a hierarchical semantic net. 
The process of disambiguation receives as input unrestricted text 
and tag each word with the most likely sense extracted from the 
resource used. The most extended approach uses the context of 
the word to be disambiguated together with information about 
each of its word senses to solve this problem.Among the works 
existing in the literature based on the conceptual density for the 
WSD : 

Cowie  et al., [1] disambiguate the words according to 
their domain by using LDOCE (Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English).

The works of yarowsky [2] which are based on the semantic 
categories1  of the Roget2  thesaurus, to disambiguate the meaning 
of the Grolier multimedia encyclopedia. This disambiguation 
consists in determining the semantic category from the thesaurus 
by associating the keywords of the target category.

Wilks et al., [3] propose to extend the context and the 
meanings of an ambiguous word manually by adding the words 
that always occurrent with the context words and the meanings. 
This method is tested on LDOCE, and it gave a performance rate 
equal to 45% compared to manual disambiguation.

Sussna [4] propose a method of name disambiguation 
based on conceptual distance by using WordNet’s synonymy 
and antonym relations. This method is tested on the TIME3  
collection. It gave a precision rate equal to 56%.

In [5] the most appropriate synset of an ambiguous word 
is selected from WordNet by computing the numbers of the 
common words between the synset and the context words of the 
word.

Agirre et al., [6] use a conceptual distance to enrich dictionary 
1 The Roget thesaurus contains 1024 categories of domains 

(ANIMAL / INSECT, TOOLS / MACHENERY, ... etc), which cover the 
different meanings of the words.

2 http://www.roget.org/
3 The Time collection consists of articles from the magazine Time

senses IDHS (Intelligent Dictionary Help System) with semantic 
tags extracted from WordNet.

Agirre et Rigau [7][8][9] present an automatic decision 
procedure for lexical ambiguity resolution based on the CD for 
names. This approach is based on the WordNet. The results of 
the experiments have been automatically evaluated on SemCor4 .

Mihalcea et Moldovan [10] disambiguate all the nouns, 
verbs, adverbs, and adjectives in a given text by using the senses 
provided by WordNet. 

Magnini et al., [11] use WordNet domains in WSD. This 
method uses domain label to establish semantic relations 
among word senses, which can be profitably used during the 
disambiguation process.

 Rosso et al., [12] explore a fully automatic knowledge-based 
method which performs the noun sense disambiguation relying 
only on the WordNet. This method is based on the CD.

Buscaldi et al., [13] use the Wordnet domains and the 
Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary to disambiguate the 
words in their fields. The authors used the CD approach and their 
variant with the frequency. This method is tested on the SemCor 
corpus with a precision rate of 80%.

Gliozzo et al., [14] use WordNet and WordNet Domains to 
disambiguate the ambiguous word by contributing to his domain. 

Mohammad et al., [15] propose an approach based on the 
Macquarie5  thesaurus for WSD. Whereas, their approach based 
on the majority of occurrences of a word in a corpus, have the 
same sense. This approach is done on a small sample of the 
British National Corpus World Edition (BNC) corpus. The 
results obtained display a precision rate greater than 50%.

Buscaldi et Rosso [16] disambiguate place names found 
in SemCor (GeoSemCor) through the use of Wordnet. In this 
paper, the authors use the CD method with frequency and they 
compared the results with the variant of lesk.

Boubekeur et al., [17] based on WordNet’s is-a relationship 
to disambiguate nouns and verbs. The approach has been tested 
on the Muchmore6  collection. The results presented a precision 
rate more than 50%.

Basile et al., [18] , Camacho-Collados et al. [19] calculate 
the distributional similarity between definitions and the context 
of word to disambiguate.

In particular, there is a few works in this field for the Arabic 
language, which encourages us to study the effect of CD in the 
process of disambiguation for IRS, we can cited:

Zouaghi et al., [20][21] propose to change the lesk algorithm 
by uses of the similarity measures like; Wu, Palmer’s, Harman, 

4 http://web.eecs.umich.edu/\~mihalcea/downloads.html\#semcor
5 http://www.macquariedictionary.com.au/

anonymous@9c9B329512906/-/p/dict/index.html
6 http:// muchmore.dfki.de/
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Okapi and Croft measure and based on the distance between 
two nodes of the hierarchy and their position relative to the root. 
The Resnik measure, the Jiang and Conrath measure, the Lin 
measure and the Chodorow and Leacock measure; to find the 
gloss corresponding to the meaning of the word to disambiguate 
for Arabic texts. This technique uses the dictionary “Al-Mujam 
al-Wasit” is tested with the corpus “Latif-Al Sulaiti7 “. According 
to the returned results, the measure of Leacock and Chodorow 
gives the best rate of precision comparing to lesk, unlike the 
other measures which gave minimal results comparing to lesk.

In this paper, we are interested to the disambiguation of 
Arabic texts using AWN for information retrieval. The method 
of disambiguation studied here, based on the choice of sense 
which have the best CD. We tried, the proposed method of CD 
by agirre [7] and their variation proposed by Buscaldi et al., [13].

In the following section, we will present the CD and CD with 
frequency in Word Sense Disambiguation process. In Section 
3, we will describe our WSD algorithm using CD with an 
example to explain the process. In Section 4, we will resume the 
experiments carried out for evaluation of the use of Conceptual 
Density. Finally, we finished with conclusion.

II. The Conceptual Density And Word Sense 
Disambiguation

The relationship and the distance between the concepts in the 
semantic resources is conceived as a very important information 
in the process of disambiguation. This information can be used 
to calculate the CD.

Conceptual density consists to calculate the distance between 
the senses of a given word and their context in WordNet. 
The algorithm consists to determinate the shortest path in the 
subhierarchy extracted from wordnet

According to Agirre [7], the conceptual distance among 
concepts depend to: 

• the shortest path that connects the concepts involved. 
• the deepest concepts are the closest.
• the density of concepts in the hierarchy: concepts in 

a dense part of the hierarchy are relatively closer than 
those in a sparser region. 

• the closest concepts in the hierarchy.
The figure (1) show the senses of “ميــل (Penchant)” in Arabic 

WordNet (AWN).
The example presented in Figure 1, show us the definitions 

of the word (ميــل “penchant”) extracted from Arabic Wordnet. 
Each circle represents a sub-hierarchy containing a meaning 
of the word. The figure shows that there are 3 different senses. 
The words in bold at the top of sets represent the meaning of 
the word to disambiguate. The conceptual density algorithm 
calculates and chooses the sense that has the highest value. In 
figure 1, the sense 3 would be chosen.

Let the Conceptual Density [7]:  

 (1)

7 http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/eric/latifa/research.htm

Fig.1.  The senses of (ميل “penchant”) in Arabic WordNet.

Where c is the synset at the top of subhierarchy, m the number 
of word senses falling within a subhierarchy, h the height of the 
subhierarchy, and nhyp the average number of hyponyms for 
each node (synset) in tscaldihe subhierarchy. in the numerator, it 
counts the meanings of the ambiguous word with the words of 
their context in the subhierarchy, and in the divisor, it counts all 
the nodes of subhierarchy [7].

The base formula takes into account the M number of 
relevant synsets, divided by the total number nh of synsets of 
the subhierarchy.

   (2)

A. The Conceptual Density and Frequency
The addition of the notion of frequency in the CD formula 

is used for the first time by Buscaldi et al., [13]. This addition 
makes it possible to:

• solve the problem of same values of CD for some senses,
• avoid the case of failure of algorithm of CD 

d i s a m b i g u a t i o n , 
• allow to select a sense has an importance in WordNet.

  (3)
Where M is the number of relevant synsets, α is a constant 

used to smooth the values of CD between 1 and the total number 
of senses in WordNet.), f is an integer representing the frequency 
of the sense in WordNet (1 means the most frequent, 2 the second 
most frequent, etc.). This formula allows to give a density equal 
1 to the most frequent sense, if the algorithm of CD choose the 
less frequent meaning, i.e, their density exceeds 1. This formula 
gives the favor to the subhierarchies with a greater number 
relevant synsets [13].

II. The Disambiguation Algorithm Using 
Conceptual Density

The algorithm has in input a graphic word (WA) and as output 
the best sense. First, the algorithm represents in a tree extracted 
from Arabic WordNet the graphical word to disambiguated with 
their Synsets S. Then, the algorithm computes the CD of each 
concept in WordNet according to the senses it contains in its 
subhierarchy (CDi). The CD is computed by the formula cited 
in (2) or (3). Then, the algorithm selects the highest CD (best_
score) and selects the Synset below it as the correct senses for 
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the respective words Best_Synset. If there is more than Synset 
have same best_score, the algorithm considered like a failure 
case, it cannot remove the ambiguity of the concerned word. The 
algorithm continued to disambiguate all the words of texts to 
produce a better information representation.

This algorithm treats one word at a time from the beginning 
of the document towards its end, disambiguating in each step 
the word in the middle of the window and considering the other 
words in the window as context [7].

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

ALGORITHM 1. Disambiguation with Conceptual Density
1: Input: WA // Graphical word to disambiguate
            AWN // Arabic WordNet
2: Output: 
Best_Synset// The most appropriate sense of the word to 

disambiguate.
3: Begin
4: best_score ← 0 // The best sense
5: S ← Candidates_Synset_Arabic_WordNet(WA) // A Set 

of candidats Synsets of the word “WA” to disambiguate, S= 
{S1,…,SN} from Arabic WordNet.

6: treeWA ← Extract_Subhierarchy(WA) //Extract the 
subhierarchy of WA from Arabic WordNet

7: For each SiϵS Do
8: treeSi ← Extract_Subhierarchy(Si) //Extract the 

subhierarchy of Si from Arabic WordNet
9: nh ← Card (treeSi) // calculate the number of Synset in 

subhierarchy of Si
10: C(WA) ← {W1,…,WN} // C(WA) The context of WA 

(the adjacent words of WA from the text)
11: M ← Card ((WA U C(WA)) ∩ treeSi) // The overlap 

between WA U C(WA) and the subhierarchy of Si.

12: CDi ← CD (M, nh) // The conceptual distance for the 
subhierarchy of Si

13: if (best_score<CDi) Then
14: best_score ← CDi // Assign the highest synonym score 

to best score
15: Best_Synset ← Si // Assign to best Synset the synset 

having the best score
16: End If
17: End For
18: End

C. Example
The example of the adopted approach is given in what comes 

next. In the input, we have the arabic text:
”غالبا ما يلجأ الطبيب المختص إلى العملية الجراحية لعلاج المريض“
“ A doctor often resort to the surgical operation to treat the 

patient”
We want remove the ambiguity of the word “”عمليــة 

(operation) which have:
• five possible meanings in Arabic WordNet: {“عمليــة 

 عمليــة“ ,(procedure) ”إجــراء“ ,(cognitive process) ”إدراكيــة
عســكري“ ,(surgical operation) ”جراجيــة  military)  ”عمــل 
action), “شــعورية {.(unconscious operation) ”عمليــة 

• the context C(عمليــة)= {“يلجــأ” (To refuge), “طبيــب” 
(doctor), “مختــص” (specialist), “جراحيــة” (surgical), 
 extracted from the {(patient) ”مريــض “ ,(to treat) ”عــلاج“
sentence cited above.

Figure 2 show the subhierarchy of word “عمليــة” (operation) 
with it context. 

The areas of subhierarchies are numerated from one to 
five, the root of subhierarchies are the darker nodes, the nodes 
corresponding to the synsets of the word to disambiguate are 
drawn with a thicker border, while the context words are drawn 
with a dotted background. 

Fig.2.  The subhierarchy of the word «عملية» (operation) with it context from Arabic WordNet.

Five subhierarchies have been identified, one for each sense 
of “عمليــة” (operation): 

• subhierarchy_1= {“عمليــة” (operation), “إدراكيــة عمليــة” 
(Cognitive process)},

• subhierarchy_2= {“عمليــة” (operation), “عســكري عمــل” 
(Military action)},

• subhierarchy_3= {“ ــة ــة عملي  “ ,(surgical operation) ”جراجي

ــة ــة “ ,(operation) ”عملي ,{(surgical) ”جراحي
• subhierarchy_4= {“عمليــة” (operation), “ إجــراء” 

(procedure)},
• subhierarchy_5= {“ عمليــة” (operation), “ شــعورية لا عمليــة” 

(unconscious operation)}.
The senses of the context words falling outside of these 

subhierarchies are not taken into account. 
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The results of CD algorithm for each subhierarchy are 
respectively: 

• M1 =M2 =M4 =M5 = 1, 
• nh1 = nh2= nh4=nh5=2,
• M3 = 3, 
• nh3 = 3,
Where Mi and nhi indicates respectively, the M and nh 

values for the i-th sense.
• CD_sub1=CD_sub2=CD_sub4=CD_sub5=0.5,
• CD_sub3=1, 
eht  dna  detceles  si جراجيــة“  eno“عمليــة   driht  eht  ,eroferehT 

third sense is assigned to “عمليــة” (operation).
The results of CD with frequency for each subhierarchy are 

respectively: 
• M1 =M2 =M4 =M5 = 1, 
• nh1 = nh2= nh4=nh5=2,
• M3 = 3,
• f_S4=1, f_S2=2, f_S3=3, f_S1=4, f_S5=5.
Where Mi and nhi indicates respectively, the M and nh 

values for the i-th sense, f_S indicates the frequency of Senses
• CD_sub1=10.1(1/2)log4=0.65,
• CD_sub2=10.1(1/2)log2=0.81,
• CD_sub3=30.1(3/3)log3=1.11,
• CD_sub4=10.1(1/2)log1=1,
• CD_sub5=10.1(1/2)log5=0.61.
• Therefore, the third one” عمليــة جراجيــة” is selected and the 

third sense is assigned to “عملية” (operation).

IV. Evaluation Of The Use Of Conceptual Density
The evaluation was applied to a corpus of more than 22 000 

Arabic documents (over 180 MB) of different fields (health, 
sport, politics, science, religion…). This corpus has about 18 
million words where 612,650 different words are found. 

In order to evaluate the use of the CD in WSD for Arabic 
IRS, three types of different searches were conducted. We will 
study them separately to measure the contribution of each type 
in improving the performance of the IRS. 

These searches are:
• Search without WSD (R0): A list of 100 simple queries 

of key words was used. 
• Search with WSD by using CD (R1): A list of 100 queries 

and a collection of used documents as well, were indexed 
semantically, where Conceptual Density algorithm is 
used to disambiguate ambiguous words.

• Search with WSD by using CD and the use of the 
frequency of use (R2): A list of 100 queries, thus a 
collection of used documents was indexed semantically, 
where Conceptual Density and frequency algorithm is 
used to disambiguate ambiguous words.

Table 1 shows precisions at 11 levels of recall for each 
retrieval type (R0, R1, R2).

TABLE I. Precisions At 11 Levels Of Recall For Each Retrieval 
Type

Recall Precision (R0) Precision (R1) Precision (R2)

0 0,654 1 1

0,1 0,602 0,865 0,873

0,2 0,581 0,782 0,788

0,3 0,523 0,736 0,761

0,4 0,448 0,651 0,715

0,5 0,407 0,583 0,679

0,6 0,349 0,535 0,607

0,7 0,306 0,486 0,578

0,8 0,231 0,425 0,511

0,9 0,175 0,381 0,459

1 0,089 0,292 0,394

The evaluation of CD for information retrieval is based on 
the recall / precision curve (see figure 3). This curve is plotted 
for the three systems of experiments R0, R1 and R2. Table (1) 
summarizes the precision values at 11 levels of recall for the three 
systems. The analysis of the results obtained in the three systems 
R0, R1 and R2 makes it possible to deduce that the performance 
of the information retrieval systems improved during the 
disambiguation of the words (R1, R2). The comparison of the two 
systems (R1, R2) shows that the variant of the CD algorithm by 
adding the frequency R2 make it more efficient compared to the 
basic CD algorithm. So, the optimal algorithm is the one used in 

R2.  

Fig.3.  Curves recall/precision according to the type of search.

The comparison of the disambiguation algorithm through 
CD with lesk algorithm [22] for information retrieval in Arabic 
texts, shows that CD is better and gives good results for search 
compared to lesk, as well as CD is faster. That, is due to the 
principle of the CD algorithm that locate the ambiguous word 
and their context in Arabic WordNet, then, it can deduce all 
the relevant meaning of the ambiguous words to the same 
time, unlike to the lesk algorithm which is very heavy, because 
it calculates the overlap of a word and their context with the 
glosses found in Arabic Wordnet. 

The absence of glosses in the Arabic Wordnet and the size of 
the context impact the quality of the results of Lesk algorithm. 
Whereas, the CD is more efficient in the choice of the best sense.
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V. Conclusion
This study was about the evaluation of WSD by CD 

approach used for Arabic texts in IRS. The experiments with the 
Arabic WordNet for CD and CD with frequency for WSD in 
IRS allows for improving their precision. The lexical base of 
Arabic WordNet was exploited in an IRS in order to index the 
collection of documents and the user query, with two systems 
of Searches use CD with and without frequency (R1 and R2). 
Our experimentations showed that the disambiguation with CD 
enhance significantly the quality of an Arabic IRS. 
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